Placement Opportunity

Undergraduate (BA) student: ☒
Graduate (MA) student: ☒

Reference: BETATEC - Algopix - 01/2020
Company Name: Algopix (www.algopix.com)
Company Type: Startup
Location: Hshiloach 4, Petach Tikva
Stay Duration: 4-6 months

Company Description:
Algopix is an early-stage startup backed up by top tier investors with offices in Palo Alto and Israel. Algopix is revolutionizing the way online sellers do business. As an end-to-end product market analysis platform for the multi-trillion dollar eCommerce industry, Algopix was created to provide online sellers the data they need to know what buy and where to sell.

Job Description and Tasks:
Develop and maintain internal tools using existing APIs and designing user interactions on websites (HTML, JS, CSS, SQL)

Essential Requirements:

- Fluent level of written and spoken English.
- Ability to work in a fast paced Internet startup environment.
- Attention to details, while being able to see the big picture.
- Highly collaborative & comfortable with high level planning & tactical execution.
- Team player.
- Independent & fast learner.
- Experience in eCommerce or analytics - advantage.
- Great communication skills.
- Creative.
- Pursuing a degree in computer science/equivalent

Remuneration Details:
Lunch and transportation expenses of the intern will be covered.